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Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 5 Area: 8000 m2 Type: House
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Auction - Unless Sold Prior

Nestled within an exclusive enclave, celebrated for its opulent estates and vast expanses of land, this extraordinary

residence exudes an unparalleled sense of privacy. The property captivates with its lavish green lawns, meticulously

manicured hedges, and mature trees, fashioning a sublime garden oasis that seamlessly integrates with the home, creating

an idyllic indoor-outdoor sanctuary at every corner.The interior is defined by its generous living spaces and a kitchen

designed to leave you in awe, perfect for those who love to entertain.- Spacious living area combines both lounge and

dining spaces, with the lounge area beneath a soaring pitched ceiling, providing a grand backdrop for the magnificent

views. - The kitchen is well-equipped for entertaining but also a visual delight, featuring high-end European appliances,

Caesarstone countertops, and ample soft-close cabinetry.- Boasting four generously-sized bedrooms, this home offers an

abundance of accommodation, all graced by stunning French windows that frame breathtaking vistas over the gardens.-

The master bedroom features a walk-in robe with custom cabinetry, as well as a stylish ensuite. French windows, a pitched

ceiling, and garden views that exude opulence.- A second living room is well separated, perfect for a media room or kids

playroom. - The brand new bathrooms both provide under floor heating, heated towel rails and floating vanities. -

Generously sized laundry with an extra toilet enhances the home's functionality.- Spacious pergola-covered terrace,

creating the ideal setting for leisurely al fresco dining while taking in the meticulously landscaped gardens. - A splendid

salt-water in-ground pool is heated by solar mats.- For year-round comfort, there is a slow combustion fireplace in the

lounge, along with reverse cycle ducted heating and cooling (5 zones). - Additionally, a secure double garage with internal

access, a double carport, and a spacious American-style 3-bay shed cater to all your parking and storage needs.- Space at

the rear of the property for a tennis court.- Electric entry gates featuring video intercom security.This remarkable

residence seamlessly combines spacious living, refined elegance, and captivating gardens to provide a lifestyle

characterized by pure luxury. Its prime location and accessibility make it a rare opportunity that should not be

overlooked.Disclaimer: Please note that all information contained herein has been provided by third-party sources such

as owners, solicitors, and developers. While we endeavor to confirm all information provided, we cannot guarantee its

accuracy. Anyone using this provided information should rely on their own inquiries for verification.


